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Release 2015.0.6
Improvements
Components based on the Microsoft .NET Framework load faster.
(24.04.2015)
The built-in function ComputerID() is now much faster due to caching.
(13.08.2015)
Saving a fox file and opening a value list with reference to list attributes has become much faster.
(30.09.2015)
	Microsoft Office 2016 products are now supported.
(10.11.2015)
Excel files with more than 99,999 rows can now be imported with the Excel Wizard.
(12.11.2015)
	Bug fixes:
	Reloading from a data source is now possible even if the permission to append data does not exist.
(24.06.2015)
	The permissions related to loading data no longer prevent tables being saved as templates (*.fot files).
(24.06.2015)
	Permission to insert data from a database is now observed correctly in the Selection Wizard.
(24.06.2015)
	A critical error is no longer induced if the query dialog is open when a table is saved.
(25.06.2015)
	On synchronization with the table in the query dialog, internal reports now remain intact.
(01.09.2015)
	When an internal report is opened from a query or template, the prompt related to automatic addition of frequency no longer appears.
(01.09.2015)
	A critical error is no longer induced if a query containing commands related to attributes that no longer exist is modified.
(22.10.2015)
	A critical error is no longer induced in connection with classification attributes related to derived attributes.
(18.11.2015)



Release 2015.0.5
Improvements
The Reset and ResetAll commands are now differentiated in the ActionLog file.
(31.03.2015)
	Revised table insertion and behavior of the field mapping wizard (25.02.2015)
	Fields in the data source are mapped to attributes according to the following rules:
	Initially, an automatic mapping algorithm is carried out, based on the names, import names and import indices. Possibly, all fields in the data source can be mapped 1:1 to attributes. However, additional fields may exist in the data source, or there are additional attributes with no matching fields in the data source. If there are neither additional fields nor attributes, insertion proceeds according to the automatic mapping.
	If there are additional fields or attributes, the field mapping wizard starts. Unmapped fields and attributes are displayed in the wizard and the mapping can be manually changed.
	The field mapping wizard also introduced the possibility of explicitly removing a mapping. An attribute whose mapping has been removed is assigned the import index -1 to mark this decision. The automatic algorithm will then no longer map such attributes. The index -1 is now only set if the automatic algorithm mapped an attribute and the user explicitly removed that mapping subsequently in the field mapping wizard. As a result, the field mapping wizard will appear on each restart, as additional attributes are detected.
	After successful insertion, the used import names and import indices are recorded, in order to save the mapping. Import names and indices are likewise saved after “Map fields” in the configuration dialog.
	When inserting templates (.fot) and imported queries (.q.fot), an exception is made:
	The data source as well as the import names and indices cannot be changed here, as reloading from the original source should not become impossible because a query or a derived attribute has been added.
	When a query is imported, the field mapping wizard appears if there are additional fields.
	Manual mappings in the field mapping wizard are observed when importing, but do not modify the data source, import names or indices.
	Permanently hidden fields in the data source are completely ignored, to avoid access to protected data.
	Permanently hidden attributes in the open table can, however, be filled with new values.
	Supported operating systems for proALPHA Analyzer updated.
(03.02.2015)
	Bug fixes:
	Creating a table section no longer triggers an exception if only an empty attribute group header is selected.
(10.04.2015)
	Display error in the wide table heading no longer occurs.
(10.04.2015)
	Display error in the edit bar drop-down list eliminated.
(02.04.2015)
	When a table is opened per Drag & Drop from Windows Explorer, the focus is now correctly set to the edit bar.
(02.04.2015)
	Format guessing for very long values no longer causes crash.
(31.03.2015)

proALPHA Analyzer now consumes less resources.
(30.03.2015)
	Loading tables with long attribute names now also works if debug and/or action logging is activated.
(26.03.2015)
	The Windows registry keys for action logging configuration are now read correctly for all product variants.
(18.03.2015)
	Import indices are now calculated correctly when tables are joined with the Database Wizard.
(16.03.2015)
	Charts can again be printed without administrator rights.
(12.03.2015)
	Changing a formula attribute no longer invokes a serious error.
(10.03.2015)
	When a value is calculated with the result 0, it is no longer prefixed with a minus sign.
(04.03.2015)
	The “Show tooltips” option can again be disabled.
(02.03.2015)
	License keys can now be entered without the dashes.
(26.02.2015)
	When inserting a table from the InfoZoom command line with the parameter –invisible, derived attributes and attribute groups are now imported.
(26.02.2015)
	Field to attribute mapping for multiple occurrence of the same import name corrected.
(13.02.2015)
	Improved display of time measurement results for Zoom and Reset commands.
(05.02.2015)
Release 2015.0.4
Improvements
Bug fixes:
	InfoZoom Desktop 64-Bit Protected installations now reserve the correct license keys.
(26.01.2015)

Release 2015.0.3
Improvements
Bug fixes:
	Cells including more than 4,000 characters are now displayed correctly.
(19.01.2014)
	When using the site preview of the internal charting component the chart is now no longer hidden.
(04.12.2014)
	Excel chart templates can now be used even if the data sheet is hidden.
(04.12.2014)
	The labels of the segments of a pie chart of the internal charting component now no longer overlap.
(18.11.2014)
	The exclude button of a value list is now properly disabled.
(04.11.2014)
	The multiple values property of an attribute is now set correctly.
(21.10.2014)
	An internal report can now be saved as a .xlsx file.
(21.10.2014)



